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Introduction 

    Textile printing is the process of 
applying colour to fabric in definite patterns or 
designs. In properly printed fabrics the colour is 
bonded with the fibre, so as to 
resist washing and friction. Textile printing is related 
to dyeing but, whereas in dyeing proper the whole 
fabric is uniformly covered with one colour, in 
printing one or more colours are applied to it in 
certain parts only, and in sharply defined patterns. 

     Printing has been divided into: 

 Hand printing 

 Machine printing 

 



Hand printing 

 Block printing:In this process, a design is drawn on, or 

transferred to, a prepared wooden block. A separate block is 

required for each distinct colour in the design. A block cutter 

carves out the wood leaving the finer and more delicate work. 

When finished, the block presents the appearance of flat relief 

carving, with the design standing out. To print the design on the 

fabric, apply colour to the block and press it firmly and steadily on 

the cloth, ensuring a good impression the fabric. 

 

 Screen printing: In this method cloth is stretched on a table 

which is padded and covered with oil cloth. The screen consists of 

wooden or metal frames over which gauze of silk or nylon has 

been stretched. Separate screens is used for different colors. 



 Stencil printing: In this the design must be 

first cut in cardboard, wood or metal. The stencil 

may have a fine, delicate design, or there may be 

large spaces through which a great amount of 

color may be applied. A stencil design is usually 

limited to application of only one color. 



Machine printing 

 Direct roller printing: It is also called cylinder 

printing or machine printing on fabrics. The roller-

printing machine consists of a strong cast iron cylinder 

mounted in adjustable bearings capable of sliding up and 

down slots in the sides of the rigid iron framework. Its 

advantages are: 

 High productivity 

 Multiple color printing at one time 

 Printing without faulty joints at its points of repetition. 



 Discharge  printing: It also called Extract 

Printing,  method of applying a design to dyed fabric by printing a 
colour-destroying agent, such as chlorine or hydrosulphite, to 
bleach out a white or light pattern on the darker coloured ground. 
In colour-discharge printing, a dye impervious to the bleaching 
agent is combined with it, producing a coloured design instead of 
white on the dyed ground. 

 Resist printing: This is just opposite of discharge printing. 

In this a resist paste is printed first on the white fabric, and the 
fabric is then dyed. The dye penetrates into areas covered by resist 
paste. Bleached goods are printed with resist printing. Some resist 
materials are resins, clay and gum. 

 Pigment printing: In this insoluble colorant is printed 

on the fabric as a paste or emulsion, heat cured and bound to the 
fabric with resins or binders. It allows the printing of fabrics with 

fibre blends that would be otherwise difficult or expensive to 

print. 
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